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The disadvantages of annuities are important to be aware of before investing in them. Annuities charge high fees if 
money is withdrawn early which can make them poor investments if the investor requires liquidity. Annuities also tend 
to have higher fees than other financial instruments which in some situations can make other ways of saving for 
retirement preferable. The trend of increasing lifespans is also a challenge when investing in annuities, because your 
fixed annuity payment may not be sufficient in the later years of your retirement.  Selecting the right annuity for your 
situation is also difficult as annuities are complex financial products and factors such as your tax bracket and risk 
tolerance also affect which annuity would be right for you. Below are details on these challenges when investing in 
annuities. 

Surrender Charges 

Most annuity contracts charge stiff back-end declining surrender penalties for early withdrawal. Early withdrawal can 
range from one to ten years from the purchase date. The surrender charge in the first year runs around 7% but can be 
as high as 10% or even 15%, the charge then declines by a percent or two each year before expiring. The only times 
when annuity carriers allow investors to access some or all the funds in their contract are in cases of hardship, 
disability, or the free look back period.  

Annuities have the same 10% early withdrawal penalty for investors under age 59½ as IRAs and qualified plans. This 
penalty will be assessed on top of any early withdrawal penalties charged by the contract. The person scheduled to 
receive annuity payments, known as the annuitant, must begin taking required minimum distributions at age 70½ from 
any contracts that are inside an IRA or qualified plan. Failure to do so will result in a 50% penalty being assessed upon 
the amount of distributions that should have been taken.  
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Limited Investment Options and High Fees 

Annuities limit the amount of investment options, which can handicap individual’s portfolio growth. In addition to limited 
investment options, annuities carry high fees. They are one of the most expensive types of investments available in the 
financial marketplace.1 Included in the fees are annual insurance charges that can run 1.25% or more; annual investment 
management fees, which range anywhere from 0.5% to more than 2%; and fees for various insurance riders, which can 
add another 0.6% or more. Cumulated, you could be paying 2% to 3% a year. That could take a huge bite out of your 
retirement nest egg, and in some cases, fees can even cancel out some benefits of the annuity. These fees run even 
higher than a mutual fund that charges an average of 1.5% a year, or an index fund that often charge less than 0.50% a 
year. 
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As shown, assuming a $250 monthly 
contribution over 35 years, with an 
average annual return of 8%, the 
average variable annuity would grow 
to $334,787, while the average index 
mutual fund would grow to 
$501,231.2 
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Limits on Transparency  

Annuities, by nature are complex instruments, especially indexed and variable contracts. Even experienced investors 
sometimes have difficulty understanding these vehicles. It is important that you spend time researching annuities to 
ensure you are buying the right product for your needs.  

Some things to consider when researching annuities: 

• Your tax bracket; 
• Your market risk tolerance, and; 
• Your life expectancy 

Changing Mortality Tables 

There is no methodological consensus regarding the construction of mortality tables (statistical tables on demographic 
death rates) based on observation of a population at periodic, yet isolated periods of time. Observations from censuses 
lead to major problems of reliability in estimates of a populations morality rate in a nation.  

Problems arise with the ever-changing mortality tables showing a continually aging population. We need to assure that 
we are not impoverished by the good fortune of a long life. Products design needs to accommodate 21st century 
demographics and finances, which includes longevity. Longevity begins at life expectancy – the risk that someone will live 
longer than average. Annuities must be customized to reflect the resources and demand of each individual’s situations.  A 
cash outlay at age 60 can fund a retirement income stream.  However, longevity can have the purchasing power of that 
income stream decrease because of rising inflation.    

Tax on Non-Qualified Accounts 

A non-qualified annuity is a tax deferred investment vehicle. It grows with incurring taxes until the funds are withdrawn. 
The principal investment in the annuity, known as the premium, is not taxed but the gain over the initial investment 
earned over the investment’s duration is taxable. The net gain is then taxed as ordinary income at the taxpayer’s marginal 
rate rather than the more favorable capital gain tax rate.  
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